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Abstract
In recent years, agricultural electronic order financing has developed rapidly, and cooperation between banks and
B2B platforms has become the main mode of operation. In the process of cooperation, there are moral hazards
caused by information concealment. On the basis of analyzing the business characteristics and the behavior strategies
of both sides, this paper discusses the cooperation mechanism between the two sides by using the game analysis
method. The results show that the strategy choice of the banks and the B2B platforms is not only affected by the
credit of financing customers, but also by the concealment cost and the concealment income. When the concealment
cost is less than the concealment income, the profit distribution ratio and the default compensation ratio can be the
key factors of affecting the strategy choice of the B2B platforms and the banks. When the concealment cost is greater
than the concealment benefit, the change value of the income distribution caused by the different strategies has an
important impact on the strategy choice of the banks.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development and maturity of internet technology, the e-commerce business of agricultural products is
developing rapidly. Many small and medium-sized agricultural enterprises and core enterprises in the supply chain
trade on the B2B platform. Upstream farmers, cooperatives and small and medium-sized enterprises have a large
number of electronic orders from the core enterprises. However, the upstream suppliers lack enough funds to
purchase raw material for production. They are unable to produce normally, resulting in the failure to perform the
contract on time. Therefore, it is an urgent task to solve the shortage of funds. The agricultural order financing
provides an effective way to alleviate the financing dilemma. Because of the huge advantages of business modes, it
has attracted wide attention. Kaplan and Sawhney studied the path and method of an electronic center introduced into
the order financing (Kaplan S, Sawhney M., 2000). Heng analyzed the impact of the e-commerce on the financial
system, and gave the concrete manifestation of the interaction between the two sides from three aspects (Heng M. S.
H., 2001). Gu Min studied the specific modes of the electronic order financing according to its characteristics (Guo
J.E., Shi J.Z., Wang Z. X., 2014). Li analyzed the difference of risk elements between online and offline order
financing in detail, and put forward the precautions against the financial risk of the online order financing (Gu M.,
2015). Guo et al. studied risk factors and management countermeasures of the online supply chain finance (Li Y.Q.,
2015). Shi et al. discussed the incentive contract design between a bank and a B2B e-commerce platform from two
aspects of joint credit and entrusted credit (Shi J. Z, Guo J. E., 2015) (Shi J. Z., 2015). Wang et al. studied the
evolution process of the principal-agent problem between the bank and the B2B platform, and analyzed the incentive
contract design considering fairness preference factors (Wang K. F., Shi K. R., 2016) (Wang K. F, Shi K. R., 2017).
Xu studied the construction of a risk index evaluation system of the online agricultural supply chain finance, and
evaluated risks in the business applying for analytic hierarchy process and structural equation model (Xu P., 2016).
However, compared with the traditional order financing business, the significant feature of the agricultural electronic
order financing is the participation of the B2B platform, and in the process of business development, the mainstream
mode of cooperation between the bank and the B2B platform is gradually formed because of the respective
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advantages of both sides (Guo J.E., Shi J.Z., Wang Z. X., 2014). The bank has scientific risk assessment mechanism,
risk prevention mechanism, strong financial strength et al. The B2B platform is outstanding in data collection, data
processing, big data application, information sharing et al. With the development of science and technology, the two
sides have made use of their respective advantages to cooperate to complete the agricultural electronic order
financing, which is in line with the interests of both sides. So in recent years, the practical business based on the
cooperation between the two sides has developed rapidly (Shi J. Z, Guo J. E., 2015).
To the best of our knowledge, there is little literature on game analysis between the bank and the B2B platform. We
fail to find a paper on strategy choice of the bank and the B2B platform during the course of their cooperation, this
paper may be the first to discuss the question in agriculture electronic order financing, and to give the equilibrium
strategies of both sides.
2. Definition and Operation Process of Agricultural Electronic Order Financing
The agricultural electronic order financing is a new financing mode derived from the application of the order
financing in agricultural supply chain, which is based on real trade with core enterprises and the help of internet
technology. It aims to make up for the weak points of capital in the agricultural supply chain. This mode is different
from the traditional order financing. The prominent feature of this mode is the participation of the B2B platform. The
B2B platform plays an important role in business, on the one hand, it gathers a large number of financing customers
by means of platform members, on the other hand, the B2B platform collects highly the trading information of
trading members, and uses big data technology to analyze and sort out the useful information. These characteristics
provide a realistic basis for banks to seek cooperation. In addition, the agricultural electronic order financing can be
divided into two operation modes, one is “downstream mode” and the other is “upstream mode”. The downstream
mode refers to the operation mode based on the orders formed by core enterprises and downstream wholesalers or
retailers trading on the B2B platform, which solves the problem of the insufficient purchase funds of the wholesalers
or the retailers; the upstream mode refers to the operational financing mode occurring between core enterprises and
upstream suppliers with the orders formed on the B2B platform, and the upstream mode aims to solve the problem of
the insufficient production funds for upstream supplies. As far as the agricultural products supply chain is concerned,
many farmers, cooperatives and small and medium-sized enterprises often have orders but lack funds to purchase
raw materials for production activity. As a result, the products cannot be completed on time, or the quality of
products is not high, which results in the delay or stagnation of downstream production activity, and affects the
effective operation of the whole supply chain. In other words, the agricultural electronic order pledge financing,
especially upstream order financing, is of great significance to break down the weak links of farmers, cooperatives
and other small and medium-sized enterprises. It is necessary and urgent to promote the healthy and efficient
operation and enhance the effectiveness of the business.
The operation process of the agricultural electronic order financing is as follows: In the agricultural supply chain,
small and medium-sized enterprises trade with core enterprises on the third-party B2B platform, forming the
electronic orders, and then apply for loan from the bank through the order financing. The bank entrusts the B2B
platform to evaluate electronic credit (transaction records, registration time, and credit rating) and operational
conditions of financing customers (high credit and low credit), and then provide the evaluation report to the bank.
There are two types of the reports: the true report and the false report. The true report is that the B2B platform
truthfully recommends customers to the bank based on the results of the investigation, and does not conceal their
types; on the contrary, the false report refers to the recommendation by the B2B platform through artificial operation,
accounting treatment, report whitewash, etc., the real situation of financing customers is concealed and deceived.
After receiving the recommendation report from the B2B platform, the bank has two kinds of strategy choices for the
recommendation report: review or no review. After getting the loan, financing customers will carry out production
activities, and then provide products to the core enterprises on schedule. The core enterprises will put money into
designated accounts. After deducting principal and interest, the bank will release the pledge order and deposit, the
business is completed.
3. Model Assumptions and Game Analysis
3.1 Model Assumptions
(1)In the agricultural product supply chain, the upstream financing customers (including farmers, farmers
cooperatives, etc.) trade with core enterprises through the B2B platform, and then get their orders, but they have
insufficient funds to purchase enough raw materials for production activity.
(2)The upstream financing customers apply for loans from banks by regarding electronic orders formed with core
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enterprises as guarantee. The bank entrusts the B2B platform to evaluate the status of the financing customers based
on their financial information, electronic credit information, authenticity of electronic orders and quality of electronic
orders. The B2B platform may conceal these information and cause moral hazard problems during the course of
recommending financing customers.
(3)There are two types of financing customers: high credit and low credit, the two types are defined as follows: the
customers that fulfill the repayment on schedule are high credit customers; otherwise they are low credit customers.
(4)There are enough upstream financing customers during the credit period, so there is no surplus of the credit line

I . The cash deposit of the financing customers is L , so the loan value ratio is k 

I
.
I L

(5)For the benefits from the business, the allocation ratios of the bank and the B2B platform are as follows: it is

s1 : 1  s1  when banks choose the non-review strategy; it is s2 : 1  s2  when banks choose the review strategy.

The income allocation ratios are different in the two cases, and the income allocation ratio at the review is greater
than that at the non-review (Shi J. Z., 2015).
(6)If the financing customers defaults, the bank will receive partial compensation, the compensation ratio is  , the
compensation is from the government's support fund for farmers, the core enterprise's support fund, the insurance
company's compensation, or the funds pool composed of two or three parties (Xu P., 2016).
(7)Both participants have two strategic choices. The strategies of the B2B platform are concealment and
non-concealment, and the two strategies of the bank about financing customers recommended by the B2B platform
are review and no review. When the bank chooses to review, the information concealed by the B2B platform will be
found. Without review, the banks will make its decision based on the recommendation information from the B2B
platform.

Cb , the cost of the B2B platform concealment is C p , but the B2B platform can
benefits from the concealment of the low-credit enterprises, the amount is H .
(8)The cost of the bank review is

(9)In the course of the game, all information is open and transparent, which includes all explicit parameters (order
authenticity, order amount, financing amount, loan value ratio, interest rate, margin, income distribution rate, etc.)
and invisible parameters (the bank’s compensation ratio, investigation cost, concealment cost, concealment income
etc.), so that the benefits of the banks and the B2B platform under various strategies can be easily made.
3.2 Game Analysis
In the process of the game, the bank's strategy is no review or review, the B2B platform's strategy is no concealment
or concealment. There are four situations of the game, namely (no review, no concealment), (no review,
concealment), (review, concealment) and (review, no concealment). Combining with the assumptions above, the
benefits corresponding to the four situations in two types of enterprises (high credit and low credit) are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. The game results of the banks and the B2B platform
B2B platform
Game strategies

Low credit customer

High credit customer

no concealment

concealment

no concealment

concealment

no review

0, 0

I ,
 L H  Cp


Irs1, Ir 1  s1 

0, C p

review

Cb ,0

Cb ,

Irs2  Cb , Ir 1  s2  ,

Irs2  Cb , Ir 1  s2   Cb ,

Bank

H  Cp

From the game results in Table 1, we find that different types of financing customers lead to different equilibrium
results. For low credit customers, regardless of what the bank's strategy choice is, the strategy choice of the B2B
platform depends on the difference between the concealment cost and the concealment income. If the concealment
cost is greater than the concealment income, the best strategy of the B2B platform is no concealment, otherwise it is
to conceal. For high-credit enterprises, the dominant strategy of the B2B platform is not to conceal regardless of
whether the bank's strategy is not to review or review. From these two aspects, we can discuss and analyze the game
activities.
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When H  C p , that is, the concealment income is greater than the concealment cost. Under this situation, for low
credit enterprises, the better choice of the B2B platform is concealment regardless of the bank’s choice, while for
high-credit enterprises, the dominant strategy of the B2B platform is not to conceal. Thus, the game matrix of both
sides can be simplified as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The game results of the bank and the B2B platform under H  C p
B2B platform
Game strategies
no review

Low credit customer

High credit customer

concealment

no concealment

I

Irs1 , Ir 1  s1 



Bank
review
Proposition 1. When H  C p and

 I , H  Cp

Irs2  Cb , Ir 1  s2 

Cb , H  C p

si  1 

H  Cp
Ir

( i  1, 2 ), the choice of the B2B platform is high credit

customer and no concealment.
When H  C p , it means the concealment income obtained by the B2B platform is greater than the concealment cost.
Under this situation, the strategic choice of the B2B platform is as follows: If the financing customer is low-credit, its
dominant strategy is concealment; if the financing customer is high-credit, its dominant strategy is no concealment,
as shown in Table 2. For the two strategies, when

si  1 

H  Cp
Ir

Ir 1  s1   H  C p and Ir 1  s2   H  C p , that is,

, the B2B platform will choose the high credit customer and not to conceal, obviously, it is better

for the bank.
Proposition 2. When H  C p and

   rs1  1  , the concealment strategy of the B2B platform will not affect the

expected benefits of the bank.
When H  C p , if the expected benefits of the bank are not affected by the concealment strategy of the B2B
platform, the following conditions should be met

I



I



 I  Irs1  0 , that is,    rs1  1  . According to

 I  0  Cb , the strategy choice of the bank is not to review.

Table 3. The game results of the bank and the B2B platform under H  C p
B2B platform
Game strategies

Bank

Low credit customer

High credit customer

no concealment

no concealment

no review

0,0

Irs1 , Ir 1  s1 

review

Cb ,0

Irs2  Cb , Ir 1  s2 

Proposition 3. When H  C p , the bank's strategy choice depended on the income distribution rate, the
investigation cost and the loan income.
When H  C p , the concealment income of the B2B platform is less than its concealment cost. The game results of
both sides are shown in Table 3. Obviously, whether it is a low-credit customer or a high-credit customer, the strategy
choice of the B2B platform is no concealment, in addition, Ir 1  s1   0 ,
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high-credit customer and no concealment is the dominant strategy of the B2B platform. At this time, the strategy
choice of the bank depends on the size relationship between Irs1 and Irs2  Cb . When Irs1  Irs2  Cb , that is,

Cb
C
, the strategy choice of the bank is no review; when s2  s1  b , the strategy choice of the bank is
Ir
Ir
Cb
review; when s2  s1 
, the results keep the same whether the bank choose review strategy or no review
Ir
s2  s1 

strategy. It indicates that the strategy choice of the bank is based on the relationship between the increase of the
income allocation rate brought by the review and the ratio of the review cost and the total loan income. The larger the
difference ( s2  s1 ) is, the stronger the effect brought by the review, the stronger the motivation for the bank to
choose the review.
4. Conclusions
The agricultural electronic order financing provides a feasible way for small and medium-sized enterprises in
agricultural supply chain, especially upstream farmers, cooperatives and other economic organizations to solve the
financing dilemma. Compared with the offline order financing mode, the significant difference of this mode is that
the B2B platform participates in the business. The B2B platform has the advantages of big data collection, collation
and analysis. Its participation provides technical guidance, comprehensive evaluation and other services for the
development of the agricultural electronic order financing. The banks entrust their business which they are not good
at to the B2B platform. The B2B platform uses its own advantages to comprehensively evaluate information of the
financing customers, such as the electronic credit, registration time, transaction frequency, transaction quota and
credit rating, and then provide the report to the bank for decision-making. In the process of cooperation, because of
information asymmetry, there may be some problems such as information concealment in the process of evaluation.
In view of this, it is of great significance to clarify the interaction and equilibrium results between them in order to
maintain cooperation, to improve the assistance effectiveness and to ensure the healthy and sustainable development
of the business. It is found that the strategy choice of the B2B platform are different for high-credit and low-credit
financing customers. The relationship between concealment cost and concealment income will affect the strategy
choice of the bank and the B2B platform. In a given situation, the strategy choice of the bank and the B2B platform
can be affected by the allocation ratio of the income and the compensation ratio for breach of contract. The research
results are of positive significance to overcome the problem of information asymmetry and maintain good
cooperation between two sides.
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